
Stehfigur Küken
Instructions No. 1736
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Make a cute chick for your home. Since the chick is easy to make, it can also be made by children. The chick is a perfect decorative figure
for Easter and looks great on the windowsill, in the entrance and as a gift.

This is how you make the sweet chick:
Print out the templates and cut them out. Glue the egg template together at
the marked places. Now transfer the templates to the Felt respective Felt
sheets. egg and chick templates. A soft pencil or a line-ex-pencil, where the
lines will disappear later, is very suitable for this. 

Tip: If you want to have the chick's face on the back as well, please also cut
out the eyes and beak twice 
Transfer the points to them as desired and Felt sheets cut them out 

Then lay the two corn yellow felt eggs on top of each other and apply hot
glue to the edges and stick them together. Leave the middle of the bottom
part free, because this is where the wooden stick will be placed later. Now
glue the egg shells with hot glue on the corn yellow Felt. 

Tie the felt piece for the bow in the middle with sewing thread or similar and
then glue it in the desired place 

Now you can glue on the face and the dots. 

Finally, glue the rod of the stand to the base and place the chick figure on it.

Article number Article name Qty
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
658324-80 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmWhite 1
650120-26 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmLilac 1
650120-41 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmRed 1
650120-38 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmWhite 1
650120-40 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmBlack 1
658324-20 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmMaize Yellow 2

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/kreul-disappearing-ink-pen-a9880/
https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/vbs-heissklebepistole-20-watt-fuer-7-mm-klebesticks-a150220/
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